
 
 
Now that fall is here and the warm weekends have disappeared, it’s time to think about that inevitable 
seasonal chore called winterizing. You may not experience freezing temperatures where you live, but 
your boat and motor still have to be prepared for long-term storage. Proper protection procedures 
prevent premature problems. 
  
Rust, corrosion, and the decomposition of fuel work their evil during periods of non-use. Be sure to 
follow your owner’s manual and the service literature concerning winterizing your specific outboard 
model. The following is a general description of recommended winterizing practices. 
 
Whether your boat has an outboard, gas inboard or stern drive engine, the following steps will 
assure quick, easy startups when the snow melts and warm weather returns come spring.  
 

 
Stabilize fuel 
Fuel can deteriorate in as little as 60 days, causing gum and varnish to build up in your engine. This 
results in hard starting, poor performance and reduced engine life. The easiest way to prevent these 
problems is by adding a high quality marine fuel stabilizer to prevent fuel deterioration. 
 
The best time to add fuel stabilizers is at the last boating trip of the season. That way the whole system 
gets thoroughly treated. Fill the fuel tank(s) with non-oxygenated fuel and add the proper amount of 
fuel stabilizer to the gasoline. The stabilizer will prevent fuel decomposition and varnish from building 
up in the fuel system. Full fuel tanks prevent condensation from forming on the inside of the tanks. In 
addition, full fuel tanks pose less potential fire risk than tanks that are only partially full. Follow the 
additive mixing directions carefully; the right amount is good, but more is not always better. 
 
 
Start the motor and let it run for 15-20 minutes to ensure that the stabilized fuel has been distributed to 
all points in the system, including fuel lines, filters, carburetors, etc. This can be done in the driveway, 
using a set of muffs and a garden hose to supply water to the intakes, or during the last outing of the 
season. 
 
Note that draining gasoline does not prevent varnish formation in engines, since some fuel is always 
left behind. In addition, gaskets can dry out and cause leaks in the spring.  
 

  

https://www.goldeagle.com/product/marine-sta-bil®-ethanol-fuel-treatment-stabilizer


Flush and drain cooling water 
To prevent damage from expanding water when it freezes, you must drain water from your engine.  
 
For inboard and sterndrive engines: Flush the engine with clean water 
by using water muffs or a similar device to connect a garden hose to 
your cooling system. (Never run a water engine without water). Then 
flush until the engine reaches normal operating temperature. 
Next, remove drain plugs. These are usually located in the engine 
block and manifold. You may also need to remove the water pump 
hose to drain remaining water. 
 

The next job is winterizing the outboard with antifreeze, to prevent any residual water from freezing and 
cracking your block as it expands. Some experts say that you don’t need to use antifreeze, but instead 
just drain all the water from the motor. There’s some risk in winterizing this way, as any leftover water 
remaining in the block could cause a crack. That’s why we believe that flushing with antifreeze is both an 
easier and safer winterizing plan, especially with bigger engines. 
 
There are two types of antifreeze. One is the common automotive antifreeze like Prestone. It’s great for 
cars, but not good for outboard engines. Because automotive-type antifreeze is highly toxic, you will 
need to use a non-toxic variety for this application. That way it can be used more safely, in case some of 
it ends up in storm drains or the water where you use your boat. 
 
This less-toxic antifreeze is made from propylene glycol. It also has corrosion inhibitors to protect the 
engine and cooling system. With -50, -60 and -100 degree antifreezes available, which should you 
choose? For use in winterizing your engine, we recommend the highest concentration available. Why 
use this product when the temperature never dips below -50°F? Simply because there’s always some 
leftover residual water inside the engine, and that dilutes the antifreeze you pour in. What goes in as -50 
may not come out as -50, so that the resulting freezing point may be much higher than the rated 
temperature. A final note about non-toxic propylene glycol antifreeze concerns its “slush point,” which 
is plus 11°F for the -50 antifreeze. Slushing is OK and will not harm your engine or other systems.  
 
For outboard engines: First, make sure all drain holes are open. Then start the engine and clean the 
cooling system by flushing it with fresh water. (Use water muffs or a similar device connected to a 
garden hose.) Flush for a few minutes. 
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Protect internal engine components 
While in storage, engine oil drains away. This exposes internal engine components to harsh 
elements in winter and can lead to corrosion and metal-to-metal contact, called cylinder scuffing, 
come spring. To prevent these issues, use a fogging oil spray. This type of product is specially 
formulated to penetrate deep into the engine and coat parts with a protective layer of anti-
corrosive compound. 
 
While the motor is still running, fog the motor by spraying fogging oil into the air intakes on 
the carburetors or the EFI system. It may be necessary to remove the air box to access the 
carburetor throats. Some motors are equipped with fogging ports that make the fogging 
process much easier. The fogging oil puts a liberal coating of oil on the internal motor 
components and prevents corrosion. Refer to your owner’s manual for specific instructions 
on how to fog your particular motor. The motor will smoke profusely and want to stall 
while the fogging oil is being injected. A little extra throttle will ensure that the motor 
remains running until the fogging process is complete. Once complete, allow the motor to 
stall by continuing to inject the fogging oil. Depending upon the particular motor, it may be 
easier to perform the fogging by using multiple cans of fogging oil at the same time.  
 
With the kill switch in the “off” position, turn the motor over a few seconds to remove any residual 
water from the water pump. 

Remove the spark plugs and spray fogging oil directly into each cylinder for 3-4 seconds while turning 
the motor over by hand. This will distribute a light coat of oil onto the cylinder walls. Replace the spark 
plugs and torque to proper specifications. Install new spark plugs after the first run in the spring to 
ensure the new plugs do not become fouled with fogging oil. 

Replace engine oil – 4 Stroke Engines 
If you own a 4 stroke motor, change the crankcase oil and filter at this time. 

Moisture and acids in old oil will pit bearings and other engine parts 
while in storage, so you need to drain it.  

 
First warm up the engine, while in water, so more of the dirty 
oil will drain out and impurities will flush out more easily.  Use 
Shipmate 4-Stroke Synthetic Blend 4-Stroke Oil and a high 
quality filter as recommended by your engine’s manufacturer.  

 
 
  

https://www.goldeagle.com/product/sta-bil®-fogging-oil


Replace gear oil 
Drain the lower unit of old gear oil and inspect for chunks of metal on the drain screw magnets and 
replace with a fresh supply. When changing the gear oil, be sure to check for moisture. If water 
comes out first, or if you see milky or lumpy oil, this is an indication your boat is experiencing 
moisture contamination and will need new seals before next season. 
 

Drain and refill the lower unit lubricant. Replace the washers on 
all drain and vent plugs each time the lower unit is serviced. 
Inspect the drained oil for any signs of water intrusion or 
chunks of metal on the drain screw magnet. When changing 
the gear oil, be sure to check for moisture. If water comes 
out first, or if you see milky or lumpy oil, this is an indication 
your boat is experiencing moisture contamination and will 
need new seals before next season.  

 
If gearcase work is needed, the time to address the problem is now, not in the spring. It is best to allow 
the motor to sit for a day or so after use to allow any air entrained in the lubricant to escape prior to 
servicing the lower unit. The entrained air gives the lower unit lubricant a “milky” appearance that is 
often confused with water in the lubricant. 
 

Grease and lubricate 
If the motor is equipped with power tilt and trim, check the fluid level in the pump and top 
off if necessary. Refer to your owner’s manual for specific instructions on how to check the 
pump fluid level. Apply a film of grease to the tilt/trim rams to prevent corrosion and pitting. 

Remove propeller and check for fishing line or other foreign material around the prop shaft 
near the seals. Inspect the prop for any nicks or cracks. Again, now is the time to address 
these types of problems. Before replacing the prop, wipe the old grease from the shaft and 
apply new lubricant. Finally, replace the prop, thrust washers, etc., and torque to proper 
specification. 

Find your engine’s grease fittings (most will be located in the steering mechanism area),  
including grease zerks, shift and throttle linkages, etc. Check your owner’s manual to be 
sure you don’t miss any important areas that need to be greased before winter storage.  

If equipped with the speedometer pickup located in the front of the gear case, make sure the hose is 
removed and the gear case hole and fitting cleaned out to prevent any freeze damage from trapped 
water. 
 
Perform a visual check of the engine looking for any worn, broken or missing parts, corroded items, and 
for wiring or fuel system abnormalities. 
 

Remove 
Boatyards receive little traffic in the winter, which makes break-ins easy. Remove all valuables, 
including expensive electronics. Remove the battery and charge it fully. Store the battery in a cool, dry 
place. 
 

  



Clean and wax 
Touch up any scratches or nicks on the motor with the manufacturers spray paint. Apply a coat of 
marine wax to the boat and motor. 
 
Boats used in saltwater environments should be cleaned with boat soap and warm water to get rid of 
salt residue. 
 

Trailer 
Service the trailer, if needed. Re-pack the wheel bearings, repair any corroded areas, check the lighting, 
and, if equipped, inspect the brake system along with the wheels and tires. 
 

Cover 
The best place to store your boat is in dry storage, but this can be expensive—especially in areas 
with long winters. At a minimum, you’ll need to cover your boat with a durable cover. Another good 
option is to shrink wrap your boat. 
 
Finally, store motor in the “down” position. This will ensure all water is completely drained, and 
prevents water from collecting in the exhaust and prop area. Also, with the motor in the lowest position, 
the tilt/trim rams (if equipped) are retracted within the pump housing, preventing surface corrosion on 
metal that would otherwise be exposed. 
 
Store the boat with the bow elevated to drain any water that might get inside. The motor should be in 
the vertical position to keep the through-hub exhaust from holding water and to retract the trim-tilt 
rams. 
 
By following these procedures along with the items in your owner’s manual, you will extend the life of 
your motor and prevent problems that could spoil your first outing next spring. 
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